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PROGRAM
7:15-8:00 Sign In
Meet & Greet
Vendors
8:00-8:15 Welcome, Prayer, Pledge, National Anthem
PRESENTATIONS
8:15–8:45 Global Governance
The New World Order (NWO) is a worldwide
conspiracy being orchestrated by an extremely
powerful group of individuals whose goal is to create
a One World (fascist) Government, stripped of
nationalistic and regional boundaries. Their
intention is total control over every human being on
the planet.
Glenn Pav, a former pastor for 20 years, is a current member
of the Black Robe Regiment. He hosts a weekly radio show
on WGUL 860-AM called, “Patriots’ Ink Righting the Right,”
which regularly focuses on U N Agenda 21.
8:45–9:15The Next Climate Change
The “global warming,” farce, which has been used as
thereason for implementation of the libertydestroying policies of UN Agenda 21, is exposed.

John Casey is currently the President of the Space and
Science Research Center. Over the past 35 years, he has been
a national space shuttle engineer, consultant to NASA
Headquarters, and consultant to or president of several
leading edge technology start-ups. He is the author of Cold
Sun, which reveals the untold story of ominous changes
taking place in the Sun, which will result in inevitable and
unstoppable climate changes on Earth.
9:15 – 9:30 The Precautionary Principle: Undermining the
Integrity of Science
The Precautionary Principle, as formulated at the
Earth Summit, states that "nations shall use the
precautionary approach to protect the environment.”
Tom Cuba, PhD,a veteran of the U.S. Navy, is in private
practice as the owner and Chief Scientist of his
Environmental Consulting firm, is a Member Scientist of a
non-profit research group, and serves as a Courtesy
Professor at the University of South Florida.
9:30 –10:00Agenda 21 in Education: From the Marxist take-over
our government schools to Race to the Top
If we do not educate ourselves on the history and
methods used to infiltrate our schools, take-over our
textbooks, and manipulate our children into
believing the doctrines of socialism and global
citizenship, we will have no understanding of how to
save our future generations and the future of this
great nation. We must rescue our children from this
indoctrination, or everything we do today to save
America is in vain.
KrisAnne Hallis a Constitutional attorney and former state
prosecutor. She now travels the country and teaches the
Constitution and the history that gave us our founding
documents. She is the author of Not a Living Breathing
Document: Reclaiming Our Constitution, and of the DVD
series,The Roots of Liberty: The Historic Foundations of The
Bill of Rights.

10:00 – 10:30

Land Grab
Through government grants, the United Nations
isgrabbing up private property across America
and establishing “buffer zones,” to achieve its
stated goals of “sustainable agriculture” and
“sustainable rural development.”

Stephen Hunter, a Viet Nam war veteran, is a retired
manufacturer of virtual reality-based products and 35 years
with Lockheed Martin. He is now involved in farming and
heavy equipment. Active in the Tea Party movement since
its beginning, he has been researching Agenda 21 for over
two years.
10:30 - 11:00How Energy Affects Your Pocketbook
Cap and Trade and U.S. energy policies affect each
and every one of us. These policies are being
implemented locally, nationally and globally. This
implementation is not even about or climate
change; it is about redistribution of wealth.
Laura Rambeau Lee is an active member of the conservative
movement in the Tampa Bay area. She writes on political
issues, with concentration on Agenda 21, and contributes to:
examiner.com, Biggovernment.com, louden.com, Liberty Ink
Journal, and Smart Girl Nation.
laura997@verizon.net

11:00 – 12:00UN AGENDA 21: THE RACE FOR GLOBAL
GOVERNANCE
Dr. Michael Coffman played a key role in stopping the
ratification of the Convention on Biological Diversity
(Biodiversity Treaty) in the U.S. Senate an hour before the
Senate was scheduled to vote on its ratification. His maps
and information have been used by local citizens across
America to stop the global agenda at the local level.

He has been a featured guest on numerous TV and national
radio shows. Dr. Coffman has written a definitive book that
exposes the pantheistic environmentalist
phenomenon,Saviors of the Earth? The Politics and Religion of
Environmentalism.His two most recent DVDs, Global Warming
or Global Governance and Global Warming, Emerging Science
have received accolades from around the world. In 2010 he
published his newest book, Rescuing a Broken America; Why
America is Deeply Divided and How We Can Heal it
Constitutionally.

12:00 – 12:45 LUNCH & Vendors
PRESENTATIONS
12:45 -1:45Dr. Coffman (continued)
1:45–2:15Job Loss and the Trade Deficit
The major cause of our economic problems is job and
income loss from foreign trade treaties. This
presentation will give factual data and information
to support this and will provide a plan to rebuild the
economy
Dave Miller, a US Army veteran, is a life memberof the
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE). He is
a semi-retired Senior Sales and Marketing Professional for
several major U.S. electronic firms. Dave is an Agenders
Coordinator, the Education Director for the Tampa912.
2:15 – 2:45Bye-Bye Property Rights
Learn what is happening to our property rights and
how they are being taken by our local, state, and
federal governments to control how we live, work,
and play.
Debra Caso is a small business owner in the Tampa Bay area
who is very active in several patriot organizations. She has
been researching Agenda 21 for several years and gives
presentations about it to local
groups.debra@tonycasodesigns.com

2:45 – 3:15Local Regulations on Fishing
The entire fishing industry in America has come
under the influence of UNAgenda 21 and is
controlled locally through ICLEI.
Captain SidPreskitt worked for many years in the
commercial diving business, has owned and operated a
commercial fishing business, and currently serves as a
director for the Southeastern Fishing Association. He has
been researching Agenda 21 for more than 15 years.
3:15 – 3:45The 4 E’s
The 4 E’s of UN Agenda 21 - Education, Equity,
Economy, and Environment - are the explicit means
by which The United Nationsplan to achieve Global
Governance is being implemented.
Karen Schoen , a retired teacher, is a director for Panhandle
Patriots and for Tea for Education. She is a talk show host
on RepatriotRadio.com, a speaker on UN Agenda 21, and a
journalist/contributor on Gulfspeaks.com and
Agenda21today.com.
3:45 – 4:00Action Plan: Boots on the Ground!
What can we do with all we have learned?
Tony Caso is the owner of a custom cabinet and drapery
business in the Tampa Bay Area. He is very active in 912
North and Patriots’ Ink. He has been an activist to remove
ICLEI and Greenprint from Pinellas County for the past two
years. His contact is: debra@tonycasodesigns.com

Rise like lions after slumber,
inunvanquishable number.
Shake your chains to earth like dew
which, in sleep, had fallen on you.
We are many - they are few!

GOD BLESS YOU,
AND
GOD BLESS AMERICA!

